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Jaikranti College of Education, Latur

6{,

Shree Secondary School, Latur

This memorandum of understanding ling been signed between the Jaikranti
College of Education, Latur-4l3512, Maharashtra and Jaikranti Secondary & Higher
secondary School, Latur-4l3512, Maharashtra on 2l June zoz1.

WHEREAS:

Jaikranti College of Education, Latur is a teacher training institute in Latur,
Maharashtra. lt established in the year 2O14. This institution is affiliated with Swami
Ramanand Teerth Marathwada University, Nanded. The insiitute is recognized by the
National Council for Teacher Education (NCTE) . The institute is well known for its
commitment to education and has given many erninent students who have enriched
their names in the education and research field. The sole crux of starting this college
was providing teacher education to students from this underprivileged region of
Maharashtra to enable them to compete globally.

Looking at the future need for teacher training in our country the college is
prominent in creating skillful human rerourcer in the field of education who are
competent to futfil the challenges of society. Various departments are working and
different activities are conducted to create successful teachers and researchers.

ln this teacher training institute, organized seminars, conferences, and
workshops on life skills, communication skills, research attitudes and the use of ICT
are inculcated in teacher-trainees and also for the in-service teacher so that perfect
teachers are shaped in this institute.

WHEREAS:

Shree Secondary School, Latur was established in 1987 and it is managed by
Dnyandan Shikshan Prasark Mandal, Latur. (Registered Society) lt is located in an urban
area. The school is coeducational. Marathi medium of the instructions. The school is
affiliated with the Maharashtra State Board for Secondary and Higher Secondary
Education. The school consists of grades from I to 10. The school shoulA provide the
leamer with opportunities to acquire the necessary knowledge, skills, and attitudes for
the development of the self and the foundation for further education and training,
develop into a responsible and socially well-adjusted person and build a foundation
for technological and industrial development
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BOTH THE INSTITUTIONS WISH TO COLLABORATE ON THE FOLLOWINC

sERVICES

The goal is foster collaboration provides opportunities for experiences' and

facilitate the advancement of knowledge based on reciprocity of best efforts, mutual

benefit, frequent interactions Jaikranti College of Education, Latur, Maharashtra and

Shree Secondary School, Latur agree

1. SERVICES

r To jointly organize short-term continuing education Programs on topics of

mutual interest ant to invite each other's faculty to participate therein for

example action research, teaching aid workshops for teachers working in the

school' 
r : rprinrnral ha<iq- r )l level, Teacher Trainee,. To exchange, on a reciprocal basis' students at the scho<

(8. Ed.), for limited periods for purpose of practice teaching' lnternship work'

. To exchange information on teaching, learning material, and other literature

relevant to pedagogical subjects & research programs'

r Arrange the placement of trained students

r Both parties are united by common interests & objectives, and they shall

establish channels of communication & cooperation that will promote &

advance their respective operations, The parties shall keep each other informed

of potential opportunities & share all information that may be relevant to secure

additional opportunities for one another'

. To arrange for career counselling to student's 9th to standards for guidance in

schooling higher education & various courses'

. Life skill education to be available to young adolescents to provide them with

appropriate information about physical changes during adolescence, HIV/AID5'

substance abuse, and personality skills of leadership, time management goal

setting ne€essary for tiding over the vulnerable phase of adolescence

responsibly& thus Iaying the foundation for more secure adulthood'

2. TERMS:

The terms for this Mou will be for five years from today.

3. PROJECT ADMINISTRATION :

Principal, Jaikranti college of Education, Latur and Headmaster/principal Shree

Secondary School, Latur will be responsible for the coordination of activities under the

contract, for acceptance and approval of the reports, and other deliverables'
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4. PERFORMANCE:

Both institutes undertake to perform the services with the highest standards of

professional and ethical competence and integrity'

5. IAW GOVERNING CONTRACT AND IANGUAGE:

Both institutes shall be governed by the law of the Union of lndia and the

language of the contract shall be Inglish/Hindi'

6. DIPUTE RESOLUTION:',

Any dispute arising out of a contract, which cannot be amicably settled

institutes, shall be referred to adjudication/arbitration by the laws of the county'

Authori signatorY

Education,
Latur
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